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if you own a hybrid honda civic then you may be familiar with the ima light this light comes on when there is an
issue with the integrated motor assist system but what does this mean don t panic there are a few things you can
do to troubleshoot the issue and get your car running smoothly again integrated motor assist commonly abbreviated
as ima is honda s hybrid car technology introduced in 1999 on the insight it is a specific implementation of a
parallel hybrid it uses an electric motor mounted between the internal combustion engine and transmission to act
as a starter motor engine balancer and assist traction motor if you drive a honda civic hybrid then it s only a
matter of time until your integrated motor assist or ima light starts lighting up your dashboard then what happens
honda civic hybrid ima not the end of the world just the end of a battery the hybrid technology created especially
for honda hybrids is known as ima or integrated motor assist this indicator light typically indicates that you
need to replace your entire battery or perform maintenance on your battery pack given the limited hardware
capability of the ima system honda has managed to do quite a bit with it while toyota arguably created the first
performance oriented hybrid systems with the lexus gs450h and ls600h honda is the first to create a dedicated
platform and body that is overtly sporty ima system incorporates two power sources producing a synergised
technology to enhance driving performance and environmental protection the honda integrated motor assist ima
system features an ultra thin electric motor mounted between a 1 3 litre engine and the continuously variable
transmission cvt combined with an intelligent power not quite 2 weeks ago the check ima system lamp illuminated so
driven daily but minimal distances since the ima message stayed off starting next day but cel stayed on yesterday
blue driver fault check tool reports p1448 confirmed intelligent power unit ipu module fan problem find your honda
access manuals warranty and service information view recalls and more last updated 03 22 2024 enter your year
model and trim for information about your honda enter your vin number for details personalized to your vehicle it
would be great to have a thread about the ima fan failure to combine all information like part numbers replacement
instructions pictures but also websites that sell the relevant hard to find parts part prices and replacement
costs at a honda dealership for people who are not that handy compared to a comparable internal combustion powered
drivetrain like that in a honda civic the insight s ima system boasts an impressive 24 percent improvement in
efficiency in combined mode city and highway driving while meeting california s stringent ultra low emission
vehicle ulev standard featuring the latest iteration of honda s ima system the powertrain combines a v6 engine
with variable cylinder management for driving pleasure plus environment friendliness the double wishbone
suspension delivers enhanced driving performance and superior occupant comfort if they still do then it may mean
that the ima system is failing to regenerate the 12v the crz does not have a traditional alternator at that point
i d bring if to the dealer and see what they diagnose it with but call ahead and see if they regularly work with
crzs or hybrid hondas this document provides details on the honda civic hybrid s integrated motor assist ima
system a mild hybrid system key components include a 1 3l 4 cylinder gasoline engine an electric motor placed
between the engine and transmission and an intelligent power unit containing the battery pack inverter and dc dc
converter how the integrated motor assist ima system works honda s using it in the civic the insight the cr z and
the fit which is sold as the jazz in europe the fact your light goes on off and the fault seems to be temperature
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related is suspicious get yourself a proper e bay honda hds clone 200 or find someone who has one and plug in to
do your own diagnosis i need to see the full hds ima data list and dtc codes to give more specific advice the
civic hybrid is equipped with the new honda ima integrated motor assist system which incorporates technical
advances to further improve the efficiency of the ima system a unique hybrid system that significantly contributes
to higher fuel efficiency honda s commitment to riding safety and ecological friendliness are represented by among
others a cut away model of the smart dio equipped with a clean four stroke engine additional presentations use the
honda immobi alarm and coco secom systems which are a result of a unique collaboration with secom co ltd
integrated motor assist commonly abbreviated as ima is honda s hybrid car technology introduced in 1999 on the
insight it uses both a gasoline engine and a thin compact permanent magnet electric motor generator mounted
between the engine and transmission to act as a starter motor engine balancer and assist traction motor the latest
iteration of honda s ima system the powerplant features a v6 engine with variable cylinder management for driving
pleasure and environment friendliness i ve done all of the mechanical work on my cars for many years but i ll let
honda take care of the ima if needed the problem could be anything from a bad ima battery cooling fan to the
battery control module and or the motor control module or the ima battery module itself



what to do when your ima light on your honda civic hybrid goes on May 08 2024 if you own a hybrid honda civic then
you may be familiar with the ima light this light comes on when there is an issue with the integrated motor assist
system but what does this mean don t panic there are a few things you can do to troubleshoot the issue and get
your car running smoothly again
integrated motor assist wikipedia Apr 07 2024 integrated motor assist commonly abbreviated as ima is honda s
hybrid car technology introduced in 1999 on the insight it is a specific implementation of a parallel hybrid it
uses an electric motor mounted between the internal combustion engine and transmission to act as a starter motor
engine balancer and assist traction motor
what does the honda hybrid ima light mean bumblebee batteries Mar 06 2024 if you drive a honda civic hybrid then
it s only a matter of time until your integrated motor assist or ima light starts lighting up your dashboard then
what happens honda civic hybrid ima not the end of the world just the end of a battery
what is the ima honda system gearshifters Feb 05 2024 the hybrid technology created especially for honda hybrids
is known as ima or integrated motor assist this indicator light typically indicates that you need to replace your
entire battery or perform maintenance on your battery pack
honda s ima breakdown honda cr z hybrid car forums Jan 04 2024 given the limited hardware capability of the ima
system honda has managed to do quite a bit with it while toyota arguably created the first performance oriented
hybrid systems with the lexus gs450h and ls600h honda is the first to create a dedicated platform and body that is
overtly sporty
honda ima honda malaysia Dec 03 2023 ima system incorporates two power sources producing a synergised technology
to enhance driving performance and environmental protection the honda integrated motor assist ima system features
an ultra thin electric motor mounted between a 1 3 litre engine and the continuously variable transmission cvt
combined with an intelligent power
check ima system lamp honda cr z hybrid car forums Nov 02 2023 not quite 2 weeks ago the check ima system lamp
illuminated so driven daily but minimal distances since the ima message stayed off starting next day but cel
stayed on yesterday blue driver fault check tool reports p1448 confirmed intelligent power unit ipu module fan
problem
tell us about your honda auto honda owners Oct 01 2023 find your honda access manuals warranty and service
information view recalls and more last updated 03 22 2024 enter your year model and trim for information about
your honda enter your vin number for details personalized to your vehicle
have you had any issues with the ima hybrid system honda Aug 31 2023 it would be great to have a thread about the
ima fan failure to combine all information like part numbers replacement instructions pictures but also websites
that sell the relevant hard to find parts part prices and replacement costs at a honda dealership for people who
are not that handy
honda insight integrated motor assist honda newsroom Jul 30 2023 compared to a comparable internal combustion
powered drivetrain like that in a honda civic the insight s ima system boasts an impressive 24 percent improvement
in efficiency in combined mode city and highway driving while meeting california s stringent ultra low emission
vehicle ulev standard
fact sheet for concept vehicles displayed at the 37th annual Jun 28 2023 featuring the latest iteration of honda s
ima system the powertrain combines a v6 engine with variable cylinder management for driving pleasure plus
environment friendliness the double wishbone suspension delivers enhanced driving performance and superior



occupant comfort
ima warning light r crz reddit May 28 2023 if they still do then it may mean that the ima system is failing to
regenerate the 12v the crz does not have a traditional alternator at that point i d bring if to the dealer and see
what they diagnose it with but call ahead and see if they regularly work with crzs or hybrid hondas
honda ima hybrid system pdf pdf hybrid vehicle scribd Apr 26 2023 this document provides details on the honda
civic hybrid s integrated motor assist ima system a mild hybrid system key components include a 1 3l 4 cylinder
gasoline engine an electric motor placed between the engine and transmission and an intelligent power unit
containing the battery pack inverter and dc dc converter
honda hybrid technology explained how the ima system works Mar 26 2023 how the integrated motor assist ima system
works honda s using it in the civic the insight the cr z and the fit which is sold as the jazz in europe
ima system warning light honda cr z hybrid car forums Feb 22 2023 the fact your light goes on off and the fault
seems to be temperature related is suspicious get yourself a proper e bay honda hds clone 200 or find someone who
has one and plug in to do your own diagnosis i need to see the full hds ima data list and dtc codes to give more
specific advice
honda global october 18 2001 honda to unveil the new Jan 24 2023 the civic hybrid is equipped with the new honda
ima integrated motor assist system which incorporates technical advances to further improve the efficiency of the
ima system a unique hybrid system that significantly contributes to higher fuel efficiency
honda automobile motorcycle booth at the 35th tokyo motor Dec 23 2022 honda s commitment to riding safety and
ecological friendliness are represented by among others a cut away model of the smart dio equipped with a clean
four stroke engine additional presentations use the honda immobi alarm and coco secom systems which are a result
of a unique collaboration with secom co ltd
integrated motor assist ima wikicars Nov 21 2022 integrated motor assist commonly abbreviated as ima is honda s
hybrid car technology introduced in 1999 on the insight it uses both a gasoline engine and a thin compact
permanent magnet electric motor generator mounted between the engine and transmission to act as a starter motor
engine balancer and assist traction motor
the 37th tokyo motor show Oct 21 2022 the latest iteration of honda s ima system the powerplant features a v6
engine with variable cylinder management for driving pleasure and environment friendliness
check ima check charging system check engine honda cr z Sep 19 2022 i ve done all of the mechanical work on my
cars for many years but i ll let honda take care of the ima if needed the problem could be anything from a bad ima
battery cooling fan to the battery control module and or the motor control module or the ima battery module itself
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